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FACULTY RECITAL.
Dr. John Paul and Dr. B. W. Ayres
One of the meet prominent teachers
On Saturday evening, the tenth of spent several days in Chicago at the of debate and argumentation in this
January, Taylor University and the "National Holiness Association" con- country has just been added to the
town of Upland, were given a most vention, due to the death of the presi- present staff of the University of
enjoyable treat in the recital of Har- dent of the association, Dr. Coons.
Jowa speech department, as an associate professor, according to anlan W. Cleaveland, baritone.
-Mr. E. 0. Rice spent several days nouncement made recently. He is AlThe program was comprehensive in
bert Craig Baird, professor of argu
its scope, embracing lyrics of the in Detroit on business.
mentation at Bates college, Lewiston,
early Italian monodists, an arie from
Massenit's "Herodiade," and songs by
Mr. Earl Gehman, a former stu Maine, who is given credit as the in
composers of the Russian school and dent of Taylor, spent a few days with stigator of the present interest in
and growth of international debating.
by living American composers.
friends at Taylor.
He will join the University of Iowa
Mr. Cleaveland's versatility as an
interpreter of these various types of
Rev. Mont Oliver, a former gradu- faculty in September of this year,
composition was splendidly shown all ate of Taylor, made a short visit to
Further distinction has come to
through the program. The difficult Taylor. He is pastor in Michigan at Professor Baird as the only man who
Italian group was given witih a present.
has ever taken American teams
charm, dignity, and keen regard for
abroad to meet Oxford University. He
climactic effect which immediatelyMr. and Mrs. Holidor Lillenas, of has done this for the past two years
captured the audience. The aria, de Indianapolis, were also among our and is planning to make another trip
manding as it does, a strong, and yet welcome guests. Mr. and Mrs. Lil- this year. He is said to be the man
particular, regard for the dramatic lenas sang a beautiful duet in chapel. who started British-American debat
element, served to show Mr. Cleave
ing relations.
land's splendid voice at its best, while
We were glad to have had with us
There is a project on foot now, ac
the groups which were sung in Eng for several weeks;, Rev. Guy Wilson, cording to authorities here, which, if
lish were given with clearness of v.-ho gave us such inspiring and help successful, will mean that Professor
diction and a fine regard for the emo ful messages during the revival. May Baird will take a representative
tional contest of the song.
we all remember him in our prayers, American debate team on a tour of
The School of Music of Taylor Uni that many souls might be brought to the British Empire, during the next
versity is indeed fortunate to have Jesus.
academic year. The Institute of In
such an artist on its faculty.
ternational Education, which has been
Mrs. E. Strand, from Cleveland, Professor Baird's chief backer in his
Mr. George Fenstermacher, violin
ist, and member of the School of Mu spent several days at Taylor, during previous trips to England, is also back
sic faculty, was the assisting artist. the illness of her daughter, Miss Ruby of this project.
He was received with much enthus Strand.
Professor Baird is formerly of
iasm and again demonstrated his
Dartmouth College. He is a member
Mr. Earl Smith, a former student of of Phi Beta Kappa, honorary schol
skill upon his instrument in a group
of numbers which demanded excep Taylor, now of Denison University, astic society, and has the degree of
spent several days last week with old master of arts and bachelor of di
tional techniique.
Miss Theodora Bothwell was the friends on .'the campus. Prof. Draper vinity. He taught at Columbia Uni
entertained at her home on Saturday versity last summer and will teach
accompanist of the evening.
evening. Mr. Smith and several old there again this next summer.
The program was as follows:
Amarillia
Caccini (1546 1614) students of his acquaintance.
Invocazione di Orfeo_Peri (1560-1625)
WITTER BYNNER OFFERS A
Voi Dormite, Signora
Tosti
IMPROVEMENT
PRIZE FOR POETRY.
Mr. Cleaveland
A
prize
of $150 is being offered by
Consecration
Manney
The Music Hall has been greatly Witter Bynner, noted American poet,
On The Steppe
Gretchaninoff
improved by the tearing out of the for the best poem containing not more
Farewell
Russell
partition
between rooms 4 and 5. The than 200 words, to be written by an
Before My Window
Rachmanninoff
I Must Down To The Seas Again
new room is now large enough to be undergraduate student. The poem
Densmore a very nice class room, and will be must be finished and sent to Witter
Bynner, 16 Grammercy Park, New
Mr. Cleaveland
partially used for such purposes.
York City, before May 15, 1925.
Albumleaf No. 2
Czerwonky
Last Rose of Summer Transcription I
by Auer
Waltz in A Major Brahms-Hochstein
Mr. Fenstermacher
Vision Fugitive ("Herodiade")
Massenet
Mr. Cleaveland
Nocturne
Densmore
A Sea Dream
Miersch
Ava Maria
Kahn
Phone 211
Upland, Ind.
Mr. Cleaveland
Obligates, Mr. Fenstermacher

MILLER LUMBER & MFG. CO.
"Everything To Build Anything"
COAL AND WOOD
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SUNDAY MUSIC.
The half hour of music in the chapel
which immediately precedes the sermon on Sunday afternoon, is attracting considerable attention in the vicinity and in the surrounding towns. The
programs are varied, usually consisting of some choral as well as instrumental selections. "The Holy City,"
a sacred cantata, was given in sections on the two Sundays preceding
Christmas.
Miss Patterson, who is in charge
of this work, has by untiring diligence, made possible these interesting and edifying programs.
BADGER BOOSTERS MEET.
On the evening of January 9, 1925,
the organization representative of
Wisconsin met at the Edwin Leisman
home. Plans were discussed concerning the future of a club which, we
believe, will some day be a potent faetor in college activities.
that return engagements are materThe regular business meeting was
followed by games and dainty refreshments.
We welcomed to our number Miss
Florence Vacey, of Menominee, Wisconsin-

Finally the band has considered itself ready to make its announcement,
It needs no real introduction to us.
We have heard it, and can judge its
qualities for ourselves, but we are interested in its development and activities.
After the first three weeks of this
school year the band was organized
with thirteen members. After the
i>rst eight weeks the organization
could boast twenty-five pieces. It is
now composed of twenty-one of the
very best.
The trips to Anderson and Muncie
were a great success. We can understand this more easily when we learn
that return engagements are materlalwing for the near future. To be
exact, we might say that the band apPears m Muncie, at the Avondale
Methodist Episcopal church, on the
evenings of February twelfth and
thirteenth, and at Anderson on the evening of February twenty-sixth.
The above are mere beginnings in
the activities of the organization.
Concerts are being scheduled for the
nearby towns at a rapid rate. In
fact Upland is scheduled for a series
of spring concerts and the contract
\ST nearly ready t0 be si8'ned- Marion,
Hartford dty, and others will event-

OUR BAND.
y
"
In the third week of the first term,
As there is nothing cheap about
the first band in the history of Taylor Taylor University, so there is nothing
University was organized. After the cheap about this organization, for
announcement of the first meeting we only numbers of the highest quality
heard very little of it, except now and are presented. While we may not
then, the announcement of a re- consider that our band possesses the
hearsal. The silence was prophetic artists that the great bands of the
to most of us, and we awaited with country possess, still it is a unity that
expectancy and anticipation the first believes in co-operation and in coconcert.
operation is the strength that makes
The concert came, and we bought for beauty and perfection of executickets with a feverish hope that this, tion, which, in turn, gives the ability
Our Band, would not disappoint us. to reproduce for us the best music in
We attended the concert, and then the band world. Our band presents
felt a certain shame for the mere with perfect execution the same pieces
possession of the thought that it which are giving others prestige. We
might be a disappointment. At the mention the following as mere examconcert we sat now wrapt in ecstacy pies:
produced by the exquisite combina"Pasadena Day" and "Victorious
tions, and filmy strains of a classical America March," featured by Connumber, now thrilled and stirred by way's band; "Lights Out" and "Washan old melody, and now, beginning to ington Post," by Prior's band; "Nawonder what could make the program tional Emblem March" and "Stars and
more complete, we were entertained Stripes Forever," featured by the
by the perfect execution of two sacred Brunswick Military, the U. S. Marine,
numbers.
and Sousa's Bands.
After this concert—more silence
We will agree that any band feafollowed. We heard of the trips to turing the same numbers as the above
Muncie and Anderson, but of the re- mentioned, and presenting them in a
sults we heard little. Naturally, we manner that makes the audience call
wondered.
for more, is a success.
ua

00
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I have stated that we have not the
artists of the world renowned bands,
That does not mean that we have no
artists. We have among the members
of our band, Mr. Bert Atkinson, formerly an artist on the cornet, who is
now our Tuba soloist. A more accompliished artist on that particular
instrument cannot be well found
among amateurs. Another of our
artists is Mr. Ralph Switzer, "Premier of the Snares."
To make the coterie of artists complete, we have Mr. Fred Marley, our
Trombone soloist. The entire band
feels highly honored by his membership.
And now> after tWs announcement>
and the interest whieh we take in
it is
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ut it will be
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is acquaintance is
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earts
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Mr.
* ac. urray as competed his new
composition entitled "The Purple and
T°
cyiew, and soon its strains
J*1
* *fTmi laF
* ° s*^ent body,
l'
ac
un*ay
expecting to intlocuce L 18 march in the next public
'oincit.
We appreciate the work of Mr. MacMurray more than mere words can
state, and we know that the entire
student body will join us in a hearty
vote of thanks to this, the conductor
of Our Band, the Band of Taylor University.
—Reporter.
We
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a late hour in the evening, when the other, a knightly tournament, an epi
Paranymphus Secundus will carry it, sode from mediaeval romance, or na
at the head of a torch-lit snake dance, tional history, using the scenery of a
(Continued from December issue)
from the house where they dined to public park or some ancient architec
ture in the town as a setting for the
Awarding of Final Degree Impressive the home of the Corps. The snake
dance does not end there. It winds show. In Leyden, in the very center
Survival of Olden Times.
itself through the Kroeg, over chairs, of the city, and hidden between clus
And at no moment of his life in over tables, it jumps across the bar, ters of small houses, is an old mound
the university does the student show and dives into the cellar; out at one on the top of which, more than a
himself more attached to tradition door and in again at the other, and thousand years ago, a circular fort
than when he prepares to leave it for all the time the leader, who carries ress was built that commanded the
good. Innovations would seem to pro the nougat cake, exerts his utmost to little town below. In the space be
fane the solemnity of a last farewell. keep it in balance and deliver it whole tween these ancient walls, which have
The doctor in "spe" drives up in state for the hero of the feast to break up remained intact until this day, the
to the University building, the horses
students once enacted the mediaeval i
and divide.
in front of his carriage waving plumes Every Five Years Classes Assemble ceremony by which a warrior was ad
in the colors of the candidate's facul
mitted into the order of knighthood.
For Historic Pageant.
ty. He is accompanied by two inti
Even so, the club is broken up and No more impressive scenery could
mates, his Paranymphi, who will the friends are scattered. But those have been devised by modern stage
stand by him throughout the trial. whom he holds dearest will not be lost craft than the students found here
They are the masters of ceremonies to him. They will meet once a year, ready for use, thanks to the city's
in the day's proceedings. They have
at least, for a chat, as of old, over care for its historical monuments.
made the arrangements for the dinner
their wine. And once in five years Undergraduate Life Varies Little In
which the young doctor will give to
Four Big Universities.
the entire class and the classes of
his friends on the eve of his depar
The picture of students' life in
other years will meet at a great re
ture. They have on his behalf sent
union, when the University celebrates Holland which the writer has tried to
out the invitations and received the
its fortieth or, maybe, its fiftieth lus sketch in the preceding pages is
responses. They have taken every
trum. Then all the alumni who can mainly derived from his own exper
burden from their friend's shoulders
spare the time flock to their old uni ience of it in Leyden University. But
so that he may give his mind entirely
versity, and for a week festivities it differs only in details from that in
to the difficult task of defending his
keep the town in feverish excitement. Utrecht, Groningen, and Amsterdam.
thesis against the attacks of the Fac
The chief item on the program is an Local conditions' may account for
ulty. That trial over, the Paranym
historical pagant, which attracts not slight variations. In Amsterdam the
phi, as a faithful bodyguard, stand to
only the alumni but crowds of specta Corps finds it more difficult than
the right and the left of him while
tors from places far and wide. For elsewhere to assert its entity, as the
he listens to the speech with which
the students are known to enlist all large city, with its greater variety of
the Rector Magnificus, on behalf of
the talent and ingenuity and wealth attractions and interests, tends to
the University, confers upon the can
among them for the perfection of divide or absorb the community life
didate the degree of doctor. Cheers
these' spectacles. Each student, on of the students. But in Groningen
and congratulations from a crowd
that day, keeps open court in his and Utrecht traditions and customs
of friends and relatives, whereupon
rooms for the friends and relatives are pretty much the same. In each,
the three in the carriage with the
who have come over to see the pag of course, the student has his favorite
plumed horses, drive to the Kroeg,
eant. Especially those past whose haunts, peculiar to each town and
where the Doctor is the hero of the
windows the procession will take its changing with each generation.
day.
way are popular hosts. They are not Interesting Nights Spent in Kitchen
Banquet at Kroeg Honors New Doc there themselves to do the honors
of Moeke and Riekje.
tor; Eloquence Flows With Wine.
their place being in the pageant,
In the days with which the writer
At seven he sits down to dinner which winds its splendor of shining is familiar a popular night resort of
with his club and with what other armor, waving crest, caparisoned Leyden students was the quaint little
banner along kitchen of two old women, mother and
friends he may have made among the courser, and floating
members of his Corps. His father, or streets and canals, across arched daughter, who were always up in the |
his guardian, and his promoter, i. e., bridges and through dark, narrow al small hours of the night to supply
the professor under whose guidance leys, under the red, white and blue of the poor, at break of day, writh boiling
he wrote his thesis, are also present. the national flag which flies from ev water and glowing coals. Here, long
The Paranymphus Primus is toast- ery housetop.
after midnight, the student whom
Episode From Medieval Romance
master, and will be kept busy later in
sleep did not yet tempt would find a
Enacted Following Day.
the evening, for on those occasions
cordial welcome by the peat fire
on
In the evening after supper, the pro which Moeke and Riekje hung their
academic eloquence flows freely, with
the wine. The Paranymphus Secun- cession again meanders through the huge kettle of water to boil. Hot
dus in charge of the nougat cake, a town in the red flare of torches, and coffee, peanuts, and old Moeke's tales
marvel of pistorial architecture copied offers in that illumination and against and yarns of days long past were the
from some edifice which figures large the picturesque background of old nightly fare. These two in their lowly in the doctor's life. It occupies facades a phantastic, unforgettable roofed kitchen knew more of the in
the center of the table and will be scene. On the day after, the masquer- side of the students' Corps than the
raised to still greater prominence at aders usually perform some play or
(Continued on page 12)
UNIVERSITY LIFE IN HOL
LAND
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That night when Fred was ready to
leave he came to Lee and said, "You
have been very god to me. When no
body else would talk to me you did.
(Continued on page 10 2nd col )
TO THE DEAD SEA.
In sunken bed the Dead Sea lies
CRAZY FRED.
talk with this peculiar man. Fred Beneath the glow of Asia's skies;
"Is this where Mr. Patterson became quite friendly, partly because The sun's bright rays upon it fall.
lives?"
the others mistreated him, and part- And desert breezes to it call.
Lee Adams looked up from his work ly because Lee showed an interest in But still it lies there dark and cold;
into a pair of restless roving eyes and him. Thus the days of threshing No stir of life can one behold;
carefully scanned the stranger before slipped by. There were days of hard No movement of its heavy sheet
him as he answered, "Yes. Mr. Pat- toil with few hours of rest. It was About its head or at its feet.
terson is over there fixing a place for during these hours that the others told
his grain."
jokes about Fred and tried in vain to 'Tis like a giant in dormant sleep,
"Goin' to thresh here today?"
make him angry. "Jim" Elliott ex- As fairies and gnomes about him leap,
"Why, yes, that is if nothing unex- pressed the sentiments of most of But waken him not from lethargy,
pected happens and
."
the men concerning Crazy Fred when Nor set his dulled spirit free.
"You mean if you can get that crit- he said, "Why that fellow ain't got
ter to goin'," he interupted with an sense enough to get mad."
Not Nature's voice, nor act of hers
amusing laugh, and at the same time
One morning before threshing was Disturbs his sullen solitude,
pointed toward the engine which had over, Fred came to Lee saying, "I Until a storm of wrath incurs
not yet been started.
think I leave tomorrow. Too little By 'rousing him to pettish mood.
"Oh, that engine goes most of the money and too much work in this Then turning with a rumbling roar,
time. Are you going to work on this job."
His heavy arms beat hard the shore.
threshing crew ? asked Lee, becom"How do you know that you will They swing with rhythmic easy grace,
ing more interested in the stranger, find
another?" Lee asked. "Thresh- Fast quickening their measured pace,
I dunno. I'm workin' for Jake ;ng js about over and there is not As soon they near the mountains face.
Pelton and this mornin he sez, 'Guess much work elsewhere. You had bet- Then blow on blow with potent force
I I I s e n d y o u o v e r t o P a t t e r s o n ' s t o t e r s t a y a n d h e l p J a k e p l o w . T h a t They strike with pow'r from boun
thresh today' I sez, 'I dunno how to -will not be such hard work."
teous source;
thresh,' but he sez, 'You jest go over
„No_ j worked for the Railroad The storm in challenging tone replies
there; they 11 tell you what to do,' and c
once and thev have got lots By peals of thunder from the skies.
here. I am. If vou don t„ set
me
to
*
r\
-l and>
r,
of money. One
man gotx t.
hurt
work,
back ,and. tell Jake
i_,1
&
.. . ' 11
. go
,
^vou they gave him
more money than
IT At last his wrath will fast subside,
didn t give
me anythnig
to do.
„ T
•
i
.•
»
& _
J
And once again he'll seek to hide
„
,
could earn m a long, long time/
Mr. Patterson will tell /you what
^
<(T T Howr are you going
to get any, of* In shades of night at eventide,
to do, said Lee, smiling to himself thgir money?» asked Lee> wondering For fear his shame will be espied.
as he proceeded to oil the machine. It if he were thinking that he couId rob No life exists within its deep;
was the first day of the fall's thresh- ^ ^.rajn
No reptiles on its banks will creep;
ing and he was anxious to be on good
The
birds do not its shores enhance,
"I dunno. I haven't figger'd
that
terms with all of the help, for he had
Fly not across its broad expanse.
yet
learned by bitter experience'ttiat this ^
' ^t once I went to a fortune
Diseases, rampant near it lurk,
teller and shf said that
1
was the best way to control men.
, a", For humans dare not play nor work.
«T
U M
I
J-U
-I
JJ
.I
gonna
be
rich
some
day.
Nuthin
I guess he 11 be the joke of the 6
_
. , ,
_ _
» saidJ TLee to
• his
• as- can, change
what she said. I have Forsook it is on ev'ry strand,
season t-u;
this year,"
,
Save for the white and arid land
around f°r a lo"S tl™ and 1
sistant. "I wonder what his name is?"
Where mountains dip to wash the
don
t
see
any
lace
wh
re
1
can
et
"All the boys call him Crazy Fred.
P
,f
^
hand,
m
He came a few weeks ago and Jake some mone>Or raise their heads, dark, high and
was interested in him and put him to
"Why didn't you ask the fortune
grand.
work. I guess there must be some- te|ler where y°u were SoinF to obthing wrong with his mind. The boys tain your money?"
Why does it stay from day to day
bother him most of the time, but he
"I did but she said 'twasn't known In this peculiar hermit way?
never gets angry, although he doesn't yet. I'm goin' to the fair tomorrow Why companions has it not
like it very well. Jake told me to and see her again. Maybee she'll At this secluded, lonely spot?
show him what to do and he would know now."
It is because no life 'twill give
make a good hand," replied his as"Suppose she isn't there
."
To that which about or 7iear might
sistant, who was better acquainted
"Oh, she's at all the fairs," replied
live;
in that community.
Fred, infering that he always saw But waits there like a greedy leech,
Before the threshing season was the same fortune teller at whatever Devouring all within its reach.
over Lee had many opportunities to fair he happened to be.
—Sherman Dale Tarbell.
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MNANKA DEBATING CLUB.
Mncnka girls are full of cheer,
They haven't a doubt or haven't a fear
Their ranks are full and overflowing,
Vnd they propose to keep on going!
The first week of the new term a
number of our Mnankas visited the
Eulogonians, thus availing themselves
of the opportunity of hearing Dr.
Glazier lecture on "How To Prepare
a Debate." Many helpful thoughts
were derived which will be of great
benefit to us in our future debating
work.
On January 10, the club met for
their regular meeting, with each mem
ber full of the same enthusiasm and
pep so characteristic of Mnankas.
The question for the evening's de
bate was "Resolved, that Nordic su
periority is real." The affirmative
was upheld by the Misses Kern and
Breland, and the negative by the
Misses Thomas and Jerrett. Although
the negative won the decision, never
theless, all present felt that there
was close competition.
Miss Mary Stoke was also elected
to fill the one vacancy in our mem
bership and we are glad to welcome
her among our ranks.
The question presented itself as to
whether we should have our interclub debate this term in view of the
approaching inter-collegiate debates.
However, both clubs agreed that it
would be unwise to omit our winter
term contest. The question which will
be discussed this term by our debat
ers is whether an amendment pertain
ing to child labor should be made a
part of our national constitution. Ev
ery Mnanka is a staunch believer in
the negative side of this question (for
the present term at least) and will
be represented by Miss Sibyl Blake
and Miss Elsie Keller. Don't for
get girls, tbat every Mnanka is back
of you!
On the seventeenth, Mrs. Shilling
and Mrs. Weber proved that prohibi
tion has been a failure. The negative
was upheld by the Misses Neva
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Kletzing and Martha Lindsey, who
presented some very good arguments.
Nevertheless, in spite of this affirm
ative victory, all Mnankas are still
prohibitionists.
Thus keeping busy and happy the
"Weavers of Knowledge" are con
stantly going forward and achieving
new territory. It's up to each of us,
Mnankas, to make this term the best
yet in the history of our club. Why
can't we? We can if we will—and
we will.
—E. Duryea, Reporter.
SOANGETAHAS.
To debate ,or not to debate; that is
the question;
Whether 'tis nobler in T. U. to en
dure
The work and worry of inter-club de
bating,
Or to cast votes against this sea of
troubles
And by opposing end them? To de
bate, this year—no more.
Such was the question which con
fronted the Mnankas and Soangetaha Debating clubs on January 10, but
both clubs were unanimous in cling
ing to tradition and presently we will
announce the date of another interclub debate. Miss Daugherty and
Miss Ruth Draper have been chosen
to represent the
Strong-Hearted
Maidens in this battle of minds. They
will uphold the affirmative of the
question, "Resolved, that an amend
ment pertaining to Child Labor should
be made a part of our national con
stitution."
After the election of inter-club de
baters the censor announced a debate
on the question, "Resolved, that the
Congress of the United States should
pass a law requiring all applicants for
marriage licenses to pass a mental
and physical examination." The nega
tive debaters, Miss Morton and Miss
Draper, won a close decision from
Mrs. Ward and Miss Elsa Buchanan.
Miss Marette Hessenauer acted as
critic judge.

On January 17 the question for de
bate was, "Resolved, that the simpli
fied spelling rules should be adopted."
Miss Blodgett and Miss Kelley upheld
the affirmative but were defeated by
Miss Churchill and Miss Callahan on
the negative.
Our debates are always of a very
high grade and these were no excep
tions to the rule. If you are a Taylor
student without debating club af
filiations you could not do better than
to spend an hour of next Saturday
evening with the Soangetahas.
—Reporter.
EULOGONIAN DEBATING CLUB.
The second series of lectures in the
Eulogonians' short course in debat
ing was given by Dr. Glasier, Janu
ary 3, his subject being, "Preparing
the Debate."
Dr. Glasier has had
much experience in the debating
world and gave our club "pointers" on
this subject which we shall not for
get.
January 10, Prof. Pogue gave our
club a most interesting and instruct
ive lecture on the subject, "Deliver
ing the Debate." The keynote of his
talk was that we must choose the
thing that is refined and cultured and
then we will have a good speech. He
also brought out the fact that in or
der to be a good speaker one must have
(1) concreteness, (2) reinforcement,
and must be (3) humorous.
An extemporaneous debate was the
order of the evening of January 17,
on the subject, "Resolved, That the
management of Taylor University
should permit Sunday evening social
privileges to evening church services
in town."
The censor appointed
Messrs. B. Eicher and R. Clark to
speak on the affirmative, and Messrs.
L. Naden and A. Dunscombe for the
negative. The whole club acted as
judges and the decision was rendered
in favor of the affirmative.
If you haven't visited our club yet
this year we hope that you will come {
some Saturday evening at 6:30 to the
library.
—L. W. M.
EUREKA DEBATING CLUB.
The Eureka Debating Club held its
meeting on Saturday evening, Jan
uary 10, at its regular meeting place.
The question of debate for the even
ing was "Resolved, that Indiana
should pass a law requiring educa
tional qualifiication for voting." The
affirmative was supported by Messrs.
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Squire and Baltzell, and the negative
by Messrs. Bailey and Draper. The
judges decided in favor of the negative.
Mr. Henning gave a good criticism,
after which we had a short business
session. Receiving the ensuing re
ply of the Eulogonian Debating Club
for our request limiting the Interclub debaters for the winter term of
1925 to the Freshman class or those
known as sub-Freshmen, we elected
Messrs. Erwin Bailey and Lester
Trout as the debaters for the interclub debate.
—O. Takechi, Reporter.

much" and "The prayer of faith
shall save the sick." Therefore let
us, then, pray that the Lord will put
upon our hearts the spirit of prayer
and crown our lives with His Spirit
that our private and public life will
bo so pervaded with his presence that
we can easily call upon His name at
any time.
—Reporter.
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Ada Rupp. Then the meeting was
open for testimonies. A number of
the students who were engaged in
the Lord's work during the vacation
days reported victory and blessing.
To the surprise and pleasure of the
League, Mr. Pilgrim, a Taylor grad
uate and former president of the
League, arrived on the campus and
entered Society Hall in time to testify
for Christ once more within the Tay
HOLINESS LEAGUE.
lor walls. Mr. Pilgrim is now a stu
dent in the Princeton Theological
On Friday evening, December 5, the Seminary.
students of the Upland high school at
Many of our students, as well as
tended the meeting of the Holiness the people in the town of Upland, have
THE MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION. League. They were compelled to gained ground spiritually during the
Rev. Mr. Guy Wilson, who has just leave early, however, in order to fill revival meetings in the churches down
concluded a series of effective meet another engagement on the campus. town. The Holiness League has tried
ings at the Upland M. E. church, fav While they were with us, we enjoyed to co-operate with the churches by
ored the Ministerial Association with a half hour of prayer and song and beginning its meetings early and
two very helpful messages during his testimony. One of the songs an closing in time for the students to go
nounced by the leader was number to church, and by sharing in the bur
stay m Upland.
The first was a talk in which he "twenty-four," and where is there a den of prayer for the unsaved of our
gave some practical and helpful hints Taylor student who does not know community.
Mrs. Duryea was the speaker in the
on evangelism, based on his own ex that number "twenty-four" is "It Was
perience. A week later, January 14, Jesus"? (To the readers who have meeting of January 19. Miss Leona
he outlined an index system that he never attended Taylor University I Purchis sang, "Transformed By Pow
had dveised and used, by which the may explain that this is one of our er Divine."
On January 16, Miss Esther Car
preacher or evangelist might be able favorite songs.) We were pleased to
to collect and organize all kinds of have with us these guests from our man and Miss Irene Kletzing sang
material for use in sermons and talks, community high school, and extend "God's Way Is the Best Way." Rev.
in such a manner that it is always to them a hearty invitation to come Mr. Wilson, the evangelist in the
Methodist church, spoke to the Lea
again.
compact and accessible.
During the last half hour of the gue on the subject "How To Win Peo
The Ministerial Association consid
ered this system so valuable that they meeting Miss McClellan, a missionary ple to Holiness." "The greatest thing
have had it put together in a little from India, and a former student of that one can do to lead people to
booklet along with his classifications Taylor, gave a message, basing her holiness," he said, "is to live the life
and index so that those who desire remarks on John 3:30. Miss Mc of holiness. We need to adorn the
Clellan contrasted the priests of In doctrine of holiness." He advised us
it may be able to obtain it.
This is but a beginning of the pro dia with the humble servants of God to live the life of holiness until the
gram by which the Ministerial Asso and showed how much the former community cannot gainsay it. Other
ciation will be able to aid future are lacking in the spirit of humility thoughts from Mr. Wilson's remarks
preachers and gospel workers in a which characterized the one who ut are given below:
While holiness may be presented
practical way. We are asking for tered the words of her text.
At the last meeting for the term, from a purely doctrinal standpoint, it
your co-operation for your own sakes.
December 12, officers were elected is more acceptable to preach an in
—M. E. T., Reporter.
for the winter term. The new officers spirational sermon with indices to
the doctrine. Do not think that the
are as follows:
PRAYER BAND.
battle is won just because you have
President—Harold Ockenga.
The first two meetings of the Pray
given good arguments. You must,
Vice President—Ruth Lortz.
er Band were sparsely attended be
however, have the doctrine clear.
Secretary—Lida Gander.
cause of the meetings, which were in
Hebrews 2:11 is a good text for a
Song Leader—George Edie.
session up town. However a fine
doctrinal sermon on holiness.
Pianist—Hazel Chamberlain.
spirit of prayer was manifested in
There is a difference between unity
Reporter—Ethel Buffington.
both services, which proves that God
and uniformity. The more God has
Janitor—Ralph Appleby.
still calls His children to pray. Miss
The first meeting of the League His way the more diversity and glor
Wamsley took charge of the song ser
vice while the president
Brother for the winter term was held Jan ious harmony there will be.
Ephesians 5:25-27 includes the sub
Marquis, read, each time, a short uary 2. The meeting was called for
scripture lesson. The greater part six-fifteen in order that the students ject, nature, extent, purpose, power,
of both evenings was spent in re might be able to attend the revival and end of Christ's love.
The true church is made up of all
quests and in prayer and supplication. meeting in the church down town.
Mr. Ockenga, our new president, the holy people of all denominations.
Many requests have been made which
Sanetification is not graduation; it
shows us that we need to pray with gave a brief but inspiring talk, after
out ceasing. "The effectual fervent a quartet by the Misses Thelma, Doris is merely matriculation.
—Reporter.
prayer of the righteous man availeth and Esther Mary Atkinson and Miss
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tides, (entitled, "Republican Editor
ials, Vol. 49"—or more. We con
clude immediately that this editor
puts out a Republican paper and buys
his editorials by the gross or the ream,
probably from the Republican Na
Editorial Department
tional
Committee.
Editor-in-Chief
J. Lauren Naden
Associate Editor
Erma Dare
That this plan is convenience per
First Assistant Associate Editor
Ralph Henning sonified is perhaps the most we could
Second Assistant Associate Editor
Florence Beale
Report Editor
Mildred Whetsel say about it unqualified. It would
Literary Editor
Frances Rowland pass censoring perhaps, if considered
Local Editor
Charlotte Kaetzel only from the definition of "editorial"
Chronicler and Humorous Editor
Elma Buchanan as given by R. G. White, who says
Alumni Editor
K. E. Maynard
Athletic Editor
Elmore Eicher that "Editorial is an unpleasant.
Americanism for leafier or leading ar
Business Department
ticle, which name is given to the ar
Business Manager
Paul C. Kepple ticles in newspapers upon the leading
Advertising Manager
Alva Beers
Subscription Manager
S. Dale Tarbell topics of the day." But Webster's
Circulation Manager
Wesley Draper definition, that an editorial is an arti
Assistant Circulation Manager
Harry Dean cle in a journal or periodical presum
ably written by the editor or his sub
Subscription Price $1.50 Per Annum
(Eighteen issues) in United States, if paid before January 1, 1925; $1.75 per ordinates—etc." reads into the plan of
annum if paid after January 1, 1925; $1.75 per annum in foreign countries; "ready made" editorials a certain
single copies 10 cents.
amount of deceit on the part of the
editor. He might clear himself, how
ever, by giving the sourse of the ar
ticle, and, if he thoroughly agreed
with it, by tacking on an editor's note
at the conclusion stating, "Them's my
sentiments too."
But why this rambling discussion?
Mostly, no doubt, because an article
of some kind is due at the linotype in
a little less than no time and we don't
have any editorials on hand. "We are
just out."
—Eddy T. Oriole.
Some Illustrious Names.
Some time ago the editor of a cer
tain periodical wrote an article dis
couraging the writing of editorials.
His chief argument was that they are
becoming less and less popular; that
the public is favoring sports (and
cross-word puzzles), and since they
are not being read it is a waste of
space to print them.
We can imagine that this editor was
worrying not so much about the space
occupied by editorials as by the time
and energy expended in their prepa
ration. Doubtless he was enjoying at
that time a mood peculiar to editors
just an hour or two before their ma
terial is due at the machine. How
ever it may have been, his plan was
to relieve editors of that most enjoy
able task of writing editorials. And
he is not without sympathizers.
Some of these sympathizers—one
at least, and doubtless many others

who hate to admit it—have been
thinking just as hard on how to elim
inate this necessary evil, as on their
preparation of material for the theme.
A number of editors have managed
to eliminate the inconvenience of the
thing and yet retained the thing it
self. But how? From our own ob
servation we draw the conclusion that
there are such creatures as profession
al editorial writers. They probably
are not, or at least not necessarily,
editors themselves, but perhaps jour
nalists who write "wise crax" on
subjects of the day and pass them
around as editorials. This is true
perhaps more in the political world
and concerning partisan newspapers.
In the office of the editor of such a
publication we might see—among
other things that figure
into the
"tricks of the trade"—a note-book,
—like collection or compilation of ar-

The Christian Advocate has been
collecting names from news reports,
etc., as follows: Dorothy Toadvine,
Dusky Whitehead, Orange Lemon,
Ura Hinton, Etta Blizzard, A. June
Day, Charming Amos, Olive Green,
S. 0. Long, Sam Hill, Fern Cauliflow
er, Holly Day, I. B. Lucky, June Ber
ry, Iona Coke, Etta Chew, Gent
Breaks, Virginia Riehl, Iva Holaday,
Matthew Door Sill, Lotta Wood, Iva
Husiband, Mrs. SavacoaL Icycle Scott,
John Sidebottom.
Traffic Congestion 2348 B. C.
When Noah sailed the well-known
blue,
He had his troubles, same as you.
For days and days he drove the Ark,
Before he found a place to park.
—Record.
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orate the founding of the soceity and
I the stirring events in the nation's hisj tory that were contemporaneous with
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KANSAS BATTLE FOR ACADEMIC
FREEDOM.
Kansas is in turmoil again. Kansas, crusader for anti-slavery, prohibition, industrial courts, and against
the klan, has found a new cause. It
is Academic Freedom.
The Story.—On December 27, Chancellor E. H. Lindley, of the University of Kansas, was removed from office by the State Board of Education,
which consists of three men, appointees of Governor Davis, and over which
the Governor presides as ex-officio
chairman. Governor Davis had prepared in advance a statement of
charges. They were insubordination,
incompetency,
procrastination, political activity, and aloofness from the
student body and patrons of the University. The Chancellor then obtained a temporary injunction restraining the board from interfering
with him in the discharge of his duties. The injunction was set aside
by the court.
Storms of
protest greeted the
Chancellor's dismissal. It is protested that all the charges arise out of
"political activity" against Davis in
the recent election, that the Board of
Education is a political organization
under the thumb of the Governor. On
December 28, 400 students, who had
remained at the University during the
holidays signed a petition supporting
the Chancellor, and launched a
state-wide campaign to urge his reinstatement by Governor-elect Paulen, who will take office January 12.
William Allen White, editor, author,
modern knight errant, ceased his
broadsides against the white robed
"cow pasture statesmen" long enough
to take up the cause of the black robed scholars.
"The discharge of
Chancellor Lindley is pure politics,"
he declared. "It will arouse Kansas
and probably the West to change the
laws governing our state colleges and
universities, putting these institutions
in the hands of alumni boards who
will bring not political, but academic
training into the state schools of

i

—

When the Yale Corporation quietly
! and unexpectedly set workmen to
( breaking ground for a new dormitory
—..—..—..—„——on the Yale campus, opposite historic
Connecticut Hall, faculty, students
higher learning. . . . For years the and aiumni joined in angry outcry
friends of Kansas have been apalled against "Hush Hall." Students and
by the laws which have put higher a|umnj ]a;(i a barrage of criticism,
educational institutions in the hands historic, aesthetic and pathetic. Four
°f small, full-time paid boards, man- hundred and fifty undergraduates
ne<' often by cheap men
who will signe(j a petition that operations be
serve for the low salaries paid. These suspended till graduate opinion be
boards .... have political traditions, heard. The workers ceased operations,
So they have been putting the state
faculty met in the middle of
colleges and universities of the West December and voted to uphold the
deeply into politics."
Corporation in whatever it saw fit to
——
do. The alumni did likewise. Work
PHI BETA KAPPA LAUNCHES on "Hush Hall" was resumed.
MILLION DOLLAR CAMPAIGN.
—
Five young men in a tiny Virginia UNDERGRADUATES AT OXFORD,
college in 1776 founded Phi Beta KapLife at Oxford is not very pleasant
pa, the first Greek letter society in for the thirty-two American girls who
America. There are today 40 000 are studying at the English institumembers representing every impor- tion this year, according to the New
taut university and college in the York Evening Post,
land.
"The grand old men of the UniverPhi Beta Kappa celebrated its sity, the class fellows and heads of
148th anniversary in December, and Colleges who lived through the suffralaunched a campaign to raise a mil- gette days when enthusiastic women
lion dollar memorial fund for its poured acid on college lawns and
150th anniversary in 1926.
corn syrup into college letter boxes
The fund is to be divided into three still look upon women students with
parts. $100,000 will go to erect a mistrust and suspicion,
building on the campus of William
"While there is not among Oxford
and Mary College, at Williamsburgh, undergraduates that feeling of resentVa., where the organization was born, ment against women students which
Another sum will be set aside for a leads Cambridge men to -smash the
statue of John Marshall, first
Chief gates of Womens' Colleges and to
Justice of the United States, who was stamp and groan when a woman enone of the fifty charter members.
tiers a lecture room, yet their regard
The third part will go for a nation- for the newcomer is far from kindly."
wide crusade in the interests of higher
The company of the "underg-radscholastic standards. In many col- uates" is not at all desired by the men,
leges and universities the society has her life is hedged with exacting reonly been honorary, and members strictions and she is the "fair butt of
have not been admitted until just be- much crude humor and harsh critifore graduation, thus taking little cism," yet the American girls are
active part in the society's affairs, much more popular than the English,
By encouraging deserving students, partly because they dress more stylnot only giving honors but also grant- ishly, and partly because the Oxford
ing fellowships and scholarships to man shares with the rest of Europe
enable students to continue their the pleasing notion that all Ameristudies when they cannot otherwise cans are millionaires,
afford it.
Any Oxford don or professor who
It is expected that the memorial sees fit may exclude women from his
building will be completed by Decern- lectures. Where they are not excludber 5th, 1926, the day of the 150th ed they attend with such zeal that
anniversary, and a program is being men students complain bitterly that
arranged that will fittingly
commem- they take the best seats.
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Aloofness and opposition on the
"What are you reading, Charlie?" was almost dark when the job was
part of the men of the university
"It's a book called 'Child Training' finished and Lee was moving to the
have driven the women to rely more that I borrowed from Mrs. Jones," re- next place. He had sent his assiistand more upon themselves and they turned the young son.
ant to town after some needed reairsare slowly developing a social, acadSeveral cars passed, and he
<lDo fim]
u amusing?» laughed P
emic and athletic world of their own, bgr mo+ber
suposed they were returning from the
like that of Smith or Wellesley. Mean"
.
fair until one of the neighbors stopm not reatiing it
while the life offered to an American
for that. I pgd and sajdj "Did you hear about the
girl student is not an attractive one. merely wanto<1 to know if 1 had been wreck?"
brought up right."—London Humor«what wreck?"
ist.
"Number thirteen is off the track
LEFT-OVERS
by the river bridge."
(HASH)
Revenge, But Not Sweet.
"Crazy Fred looking for money,"
The Bugamist.
Little Willie pointed to his sister's thought Lee, "and number thirteen off
A June bug married an angleworm;
sweetheart, Mr. Jones. "He kicked the track. Could he have had anyAn accident cut her in two,
me yesterday," he snarled, "but I got thing to do with it?"
They charged the bug with bigamy,
even with him, you bet your life. I
While such thoughts were rushing
Now what could the poor thing do ? mixed up quinine with my sister's through hiis- mind, the injured of the
face powder."
accident began to pass. He saw sevWhat We Read.
eral ambulances go by. Then one
For Sale—A piano; good condition,
(Continued from page 5)
slowed down and stopped just ahead
property of lady leaving New York in Everybody but you told jokes about of him. He heard a commotion from
elegant walnut case. (A good way to me that weren't true. Good-bye. I'll with'11leave New York!)
not forget you. When I get that
™P! H^.!. Let me out! What
a
i
j
v
•
• j. i
n
i
do^
you think ^
you re dom ?"
A
lady,
living
privately
will
take
money F11 give you part of it. Then
a gentleman for breakfast and dm, ,
,
,
, .
_
,
„
/o
. •«. j-i i j t, ^
you Will not have to work around jumped out spry as a little boy.
ner. (Some appetite the lady has.)
,
.
,
„
,. ,
that greasy engine."
Are you much hurt?" asked the
Families supplied "by the quart or
driver
gallon. (Certainly by wholesale!)
"I am sorry to see you go. I hope
Crazy pred
&
He met a gentleman with one eye I will see you again, but I don't want moments to collect his scattered wits,
name
a er. ( on er w at t e any 0f your money. I like to work, then, seeing where he was, sank down
name of the other eye is!)
.
j »i
• 1
j
^
•
«T ^
*
and IT don t mind this grease any. on the ground, exclaiming, "I have
Single gentleman furnished with WeU s.ood
Good ]uck fco
a broken leg."
rooms; one or two gentlemen, also,
"You jump around like it," said the
with wives.
(A most convenient
Fred again assured Lee that he dr;ver as be prepared to leave,
boarding house!)
would hear from him as soon as he
"How did you get in there?" asked
got the money and drove away, leav- Lee when the driver had gone.
They sat together,
"l went to the fair and saw the
irig Lee in a puzzled frame of mind.
Woiked together,
fortune teller and she said the time
All semester long.
*^Id have helped him more ^ ^ and j ^ ^ ^ tQ
he mused1 thought he took a likPlayed together,
j asked her if the
WQrk an
more
to me from the first.
y
Strolled together
I don't think
.
Happv as f song'
he will try anything rash though, un- radroad ^pames had money now,
and f !
Happyas
song.
^Z ^
T"'
l e s s h e h a g a confederate. H e doesn't
derm* how I could get some of their
kn™ enough.
Crammed together,
money when I was comin' home. Then
Flunked together,
The next morning Jake Pelton j met a man and he said there had
Wondered what was wrong.
came to thresh. Upon being asked been a wreck
the bjg bridge
1
-The Simpsonian. where his man was, he said, "He's gneaked through th(> woods to th,e
gone to the fair I expect he'll be bridge and when no one wa.s lookinHad No More To Say.
bafk again tonight for his stuff. He j crawled up begide a man who wag
Three smart alecks met an aged
minister with a flowing beard.
"Good morning, Father Abraham.."
greeted the first of the trio. "Good
morning, Father Isaac," chimed in
the second, and "Good morning, Father Jacob," followed the third, in an
effort to have some sport with the old
man.
"I am neither Abraham, Isaac, nor
Jacob," replied the old man, "but
Saul, the son of Kish. I was sent
forth to find my father's asses, and
lo, I have found them."

'

a
,s wages
™
said
was.afra]d he would spend em all
a
e air*
However, Fred did not let his unPak' wag-es prevent him from having
a good time.
There were few- places
amusement that he- did not attend.
The thronging crowd, the shouting,
^he races and even the stock on exhibit, interested Fred. At last his
money was gone and he started home
sometime before night.
In the meantime threshing was
progressing nicely without Fred. It
he

burt

pretty badly and pretended I was
Somethin- r drank at
the fair made me feel tired and I went
to sleep. When I woke up I did not
know where I was. I thought I was
bein' buried alive so I hollered as loud
At last the door was
as j could.
opened—but now he's gone and I
won't get any money."
jje [ay there thinking several moments, then turned again to Lee and
said, "I think I go to work tomorrow."
—Wesley Draper.
almogt knled
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(Continued from page 4)
rive some superior distinction from
most popular member of the Faculty, their comparative antiquity, that of
To be a favorite of the old gammers Delft may pride itself on being numwas an honor to be proud of among erically the most important. It regstudents. Moeke's life is burnt out, istered 2,434 students for the academic
and out is the fire on the hearth. The year 1920-21.
slanting little house has been demol Requirements in Latin and. Greek
ished, and Riokje has retired from the
Becoming Less Rigid.
water and fire
business. But both
There
is a Veterinary University
the mother and daughter who survives her are fondly remembered by ln Utrecht' an Agricultural University
alumni of Leyden University whom ln Wagemngen, both maintained by
their various careers have scattered the State> and a Commercial Univer
sity, founded in 1913 by a private cor
all over the world.
poration, in the city of Rotterdam.
"Free University" Founded at Am"
These are young institutions lacking
sterdam on Calvinist Basis.
the stamp of dignity which the four
The four universities mentioned so
older ones derive from age and an
far are not the only institutes of
inherited devotion now unfortunately
higher education in Holland. A pri„ , . , on the waye, to the study of Latin
vate corporation, the society for high- and Greek; a knowledge of wWch is
er education on a Dutch Calvinist
still required from freshmen wishing
basis, founded in 1880 the "Free Uni
to enter the faculties of Law, The
versity" at Amsterdam. It is the
ology, and Letters. Delft is the only
only university on denominational
University of later date which, in
lines. Plans are on foot for the es
spite of its unclassical education, has
tablishment of a similar university
risen to equality with those four.
for Roman Catholic students. Until
Dutch Youth, Preparing For Future,
1905 only the three State Universities
Clings Devotedly to Past.
and the municipal University of Am
sterdam possessed the right to give
Student life in these young institudegrees "cum effectu civili" but in that tions is still in the making. It has not
year a law was passed which placed had time to mature and develop a
privately endowed institutions on an sacred Mos whose very essence is its
equal footing with the others.
age. And it is this Mos which really
Reorganized Delft Institute Models constitutes the student life. Without
Life After Old Universities.
it, there would be no tie between the
There is a State Institute of Tech- classes, nor any devotion to the Corps,
nology at Delft which was founded in The Mos saves the Corps from being
1842. By its reorganization in 1905 a continuous experiment in democit received the official name of "Tech- racy. If the Mos did not rule, each
nical University." Its students' life new class would bring its innovations
has been modeled on that of Leyden with it and break the continuity of
and Utrecht, and resembles it in the Corps life. The alumnus in reunnearly all particulars.
They have >on week would not care for the
their Corps with its home, the Kroeg, Corps which he found so changed. He
the classes are divided into Clubs, the likes to know that the son whom he
freshmen must be "de-greened" be- sends to the University will live there
fore their initiation, and once in five
the home that his father knew,
yeans there is a genral reunion of all Only the Mos can keep that hame inthe alumni and a week of festivities tact, and the student body upholds the
including some kind of pageantry or M°s from an instinctive recognition
masquerade. The Delft Corps, though °f its value. If the student communit is of younger date than those of the its is a microcosm of the State, radical
three State Universities and Amster- reformers may learn a lesson f r o m
dam, is treated as the equal of these unconscious youth which, while prefour older sisters. Its Senate repre- paring for the future, remains devoted
sents the Corps at the lustrum cele- to the inheritance from the past,
bration in Leyden, Utrecht, etc., and
these, in their turn, honor Delft, in
Wife—"You can't make me cry; I
its reunion week, in the same official
W0U,d
cry for the
best
man 011
fashion. At the 'varsity boat races
>'; *
the contest is usually one between earth."
Leyden, Amsterdam, and Delft. And
Husband—"You don't have to;
though the four other universities de- you've got him."
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JUST THIS KIND.
Gimme the guy with the straightfor
ward eye,
And a grip that'll hurt your hand;
With a tongue that he uses but never
abuses,
A mind that can understand.
The gink that'll brag of his Mother,
by gad,
And who thinks of all women the
same;
Who toils with a smile, a lad you
can't rile,
One who puts his whole heart in the
game.
An' gimme a Miss who values her
kiss,
Who has time for much else besides
curls;
The feminine kind with the practical
mind,
Who stands pretty pat with the
girls;
Who can lure me to lunch, who can
mix with the bunch,
Who can cry when the thing calls
for tears;,
Who can fondle a baby, and dream a
bit, maybe,
And be a good pal through the
years.
Kind Old Lady: "Why don't you
stop those boys fighting?"
Small Bystander: "Huh! It took
me two weeks to git 'em started."

WE WILL ALLOW A

to all Taylor U. Students on

ICE CREAM, MILK, CREAM,

LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
MEN S FURNISHINGS
SHOES AND DRY GOODS

BUTTER, BUTTERMILK
AND BY-PRODUCTS

Indiana

Marion

FRANK R. PETERS
DENTIST
Successor to W. D. Place
201 E. Main St., Hartford City

Ralph C Cottrell
Glasses Scientifically Fitted
SPECIAL RATES TO

Charles S. Clark, D. D. S.
Dentistry and Oral Surgery
I. O. O. F. Bldg.
Phone 115
Hartford City Indiana

STUDENTS
421-422 Marion National Bank
Phone 246

Marion, Ind.

He: "Why were the students in
the history class pounding their feet
today ?"
She: "Silly! They were reciting the
Stamp Act."
"Have you 'A Certain Rich Man'."
asked an elderly man of the girl at
the library desk.
"If I had I wouldn't be working
here," came the girl's prompt reply.
In Manhattan.
Teacher—"Willie, tell us the differ
ence between stoic and a cynic."
Willie—"Well, a cynic is where
youse wash, and de stoic is; de boid
what brings de babies."
GOLDEN RULE REPAIR
SHOP
Shoes—Harness—Auto Tops
And Curtains
S. A. D. Howard, Prop.

Hartford City's Store Ahead
The Home of
MICHAEL STERN'S VALUE FIRST CLOTHING, MANHATTAN
SHIRTS. YOUNG BROTHER'S HATS,
INTERWOVEN SOCKS.
COLUMBIA KNIT SWEATERS.
<•

Res. Phone 52
CHAS. A. SELLERS, M, D.
Internal Medical and N-Ray
Diognosis

Res. Phone 788
A. E. NEWLAND, M. D.
Surgery

Drs. Sellers and Newland
With particular attention to Diabetes and Diseases of
Port. X-Ray for Bedside Use

Masonic Bldg.

the Heart.

Hartford City
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MEYERS
AT
MARION
For years and years the
manufacturer of
Stage drivers in Yellowstone Park,
reports a tourist, are asked many fool
ish questions. A woman tourist, deep
ly interested in the hot springs, in
quired: "Driver, do these springs
freeze over in the winter?"
Clark—"Only fools are certain, Miss
"Yes, madam," was the response.
Lindell; wise men hesitate."
"A lady was skating here last winter,
Avis—"Are you sure ? "
and broke through and got her feet
Clark—"Certainly."
scalded."

JOKES.
Dr. Ayres—"Appleby, have you
done your outside reading?"
Appleby—"No. It's been raining
and I haven't had the chance."

Little Jimmie, aged two years,
Home is a place where a chap could
climbed on a chair, and after a breath- ,|0 exactly as he pleased—if it weren't
less moment of balancing, just escap- for his wife,
ed a fall. Seeing this, his mother reproached him tenderly. "Aha, JimGrammar Teacher—"Johnny, name
mie, aha, who just had a scare?"
a collective noun."
"Mamma
did," replied
Jimmie
"Vacuum cleaner," said Johnny.
coldly.
"Did your uncle leave you anything
Shultz—"In what battle was Wil
Jack?"
liam the Conqueror killed?"
"He did."
G. Bradley (dreamily)—"I don't
"Jack,
dear, here's my hand."
know, but I think it was the last one."
"He left me his blessing."
"As I was saying, Jack, here's my
Skinner—"How do people look when
handbag. Please hold it while I fix
seen in a concave mirror?"
my hair."
Reade—"Condensed."
Johnny came home early from
American Slang.
school. "Why did you leave?" ask"d
Teacher—"What did Sir Walter
his mother.
Raleigh say to the queen when he
"I was hungry."
spread his cloak before her?'
"You know I don't let you piece."
Bobby—"Step on 'er kid."
"Well maybe I can sit around and
smell anyway."
Snell (reading Virgil)—" 'Three
times I strove to cast my arms about
Sweitzer—"Why do the novelists
her neck,' and—that's as far as I got
>ay 'blushes creep' over girls' faces?"
Mrs. Jones."
Harve—"Because if
the blushes
Mrs. Jones—"Well, I think that was
•an they would kick up too much dust
quite far enough."
;o be seen."
Art Rehme—"Do you like indoor
Pete (in crowded station)—"I can't
sports
?"
find my wife."
Ruby Strand—-"Yes, if they go
Repeat—"See that blue-eyed baby
home early."
vamp over there?"
Pete—"Yes, but that isn't my wife."
No true woman will marry a man
Repeat—"Flirt with her thirty sec
so tall that she cannot reach his hair.
onds and your wife will find you."

T, U's.
CLASS JEWELRY

Dr. Faris & Faris
Optometrists & Eye Specialists
For Spectacles and Eye Glasses
When you get 'em of Dr. Farris
they are O. K.
122 E. Fourth S.

MARION

Upland State Bank
Upland, Indiana

CAPITAL $25,000.00
.Surplus and Profit $8,000.00
I. M. MILLER. President
E. L. BRAGG. Cashier

FOR DELICIOUSCAKES, BREAD AND
PASTRIES
TRY THE

Upland Bakery
Orders given prompt service
PHONE 382
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A cowboy was being examined for
life insurance.
"Ever have any accidents?"
"No."
"Think back. Didn't you ever have
an accident?"
"No. A rattler bit; me once,
though."
"Don't you call that an accident?"
"Naw! He bit me on purpose."
An old negro woman was taking the
last look at the remains of her de
parted husband. "Po Rastus! I hope
you have gone where I spec' you
ain't."
While George was saying his pray
ers his sister tickled the bottoms of
his feet.
"Excuse me a minute, God," he said,
"while I knock the stuffin' out of
Grace."
Waiter—"Milk or water?"
Bruce—-"Don't tell me, please; let
me guess."
Ginger (in Marion)—"I think
street car has- just passed."
Mabe—"How do you know?"
Ginger—"I can see its tracks."
SEE TINA LACY
for
DRY GOODS. NOTIONS
AND SHOES
Upland, Indiana

Grant Trust & Savings Co.
"THE BANK OF THE PEOPLE"

Marion, Indiana

Sporting Goods
Physicians' Supplies

Toilet Sundries
Stationery
PIONEER DRUG STORE
The>

Upland.

Stare

Indiana

Kodaks
Books

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS AND SHOES
FOR MEN AND BOYS

Cronin & Chalfarit
The Home of Hart. Scha finer & Marx Clothes
HARTFORD CITY. INDIANA
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students

H O O V E R ' S

Loy Furniture Co.
We can satisfy you in our line
Come in and give us a chance
UPLAND. INDIANA

Paints
Wall Paper

THE LEADING HOME FITRNISHERS
Cash—or—Credit
Hartford City
Indiana

Taylor University
"The College that Cares for the Soul"

A Liberal Arts College surrounded by superb departments
in t h e Fine Arts.
Conforms to standard college requirements. Courses ac
credited by Indiana S t a t e Board. Its graduates take
good rank everywhere.
A favorite place for teachers and preachers to get their
training.
Offers master of arts course in theology major, recognized
for graduate credit in some large seminaries.
Average annual enrollment, 300. Average teaching staff,
24. New equipment providing for 5 0 0 enrollment
next school year.
Teaching staff and enrollment so balanced a s to assure
helpfull contact between teacher and student, and
standards of thoroughness.
An atmosphere of moral earnestness, supporting and pro
moting t h e faith of historic Christianity.
For catalogue, address Taylor University, Upland, Ind.

